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Executive Summary
As a national network of independent, not-for-profit community legal centres
specialising in public interest environmental law, EDOs of Australia welcome the
opportunity to comment on the Treasury’s Tax DGR Reform Discussion Paper
(June 2017) (Discussion Paper).1
EDOs have over 30 years’ experience advising Australian communities on protecting
the environment through the law – including advice, casework, education and law
reform. Our services are vital to providing access to justice to individuals and
communities across federal and state environmental and planning laws. Each of our
eight offices is a charity registered with the Australian Charities and Not-for-profits
Commission (ACNC) and a Deductible Gift Recipient (DGR) under tax law.2
These tax concessions recognise the public benefits and services that EDOs provide
across Australia – to farmers, Landcare and conservation groups, Aboriginal people,
urban and rural communities. For example, of the 1200 calls to the free EDO NSW
legal advice line each year, two-thirds come from regional and rural areas. Our
lawyers are widely recognised as scrupulous and professional in defending the
public interest in the natural environment, and upholding the rule of law. DGR status
creates incentives for the public to protect the natural environment and uphold
integrity of environmental law by making tax-deductible donations. In the current
funding climate, EDOs’ reliance on charitable donations is increasing as other public
sources of funding diminish.
Turning to the Discussion Paper, our major concern is the proposal to require all
environmental DGRs to spend at least 25 per cent of public donations on
‘environmental remediation’, as well as proposals for additional reporting and
supervision of environmental organisations over and above other charities. EDOs of
Australia acknowledge that these proposals are not at Treasury’s initiative, but we
submit that they do not meet community expectations for the role of charitable laws,
tax concessions, or the scope of environmental protection for public benefit.
During the consultation period on this Discussion Paper, we have learned that this
year, environmental DGRs will for the first time be required to report the percentage
of public donations they have expended on ‘on-ground environmental remediation’
(and other activities). Yet protecting the natural environment spans many disciplines
beyond remediation.
Proactive protection of the environment provides clear public benefits in many forms
– such as raising environmental awareness, enforcing and strengthening
environmental protection laws, and new research on species, ecosystems or
environmental innovation. These systemic benefits to the public at large have been
recognised by an independent inquiry into charities (2001) and the Productivity
Commission’s Access to Justice inquiry (2014), discussed below.

1

Australian Government, Tax Deductible Gift Recipient Reform Opportunities – Discussion Paper, 15 June 2017,
available at: http://www.treasury.gov.au/ConsultationsandReviews/Consultations/2017/Tax-Deductible-GiftRecipient-Reform-Opportunities, accessed June 2017.
2
Under the Income Tax Assessment Act 1997 (Cth) (ITA Act). EDOs are also income tax exempt charities.
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In summary, we strongly recommend Treasury does not adopt any mandatory
funding diversion or limit, or related proposals targeting environmental organisations,
for the following five reasons:
1. Conservation work is vitally important, but the Australian community
recognises that not all environmental problems can be solved reactively.
That is why there is no such limitation in the existing tax rules.
2. The proposed limitation contradicts the weight of evidence to the inquiry into
the Register of Environmental Organisations (REO inquiry) of 2015-16.3
That is why half the members - 1 Liberal and 5 Labor members - rejected the
proposal.4
3. A mandatory 25 per cent funding diversion would have perverse outcomes
for environmental protection and inefficient administration. It would force
established charities, including EDOs, to divert money away from their
recognised areas of expertise and public benefit – or remove their DGR status
altogether. This would diminish EDOs’ unique role in upholding the rule of law.
4. There is a clear recognition in Australian charity law that a wide range of
advancement, improvement and support services are of public benefit to the
environment, and that advocacy is ‘indispensable’ to an informed democracy.
5. Additional limits on environmental charities would reflect poorly on Australia’s
international reputation and be out of step with comparable jurisdictions.
None of these outcomes aligns with the public interest, or community expectations of
charity and tax laws, or the common understanding of environmental protection.
Overall, we recommend that the Australian Government and Treasury:






Support a strong and efficient charity and deductible gift recipient sector by
maintaining existing taxation concessions for charities and donors;
Continue to recognise the wide range of activities that contribute to local and
systemic environmental outcomes in Australia and internationally – including
environmental law and support services, advocacy, research, information,
education, overseas capacity-building and local conservation work;
Support the ACNC to assist and regulate all charities (and many DGRs); and
Take opportunities for minor, well-planned changes to increase administrative
efficiency and maintain the high level of public trust in DGRs and charities.

The remainder of our submission is divided into three parts:
A. Why charitable status and tax concessions are important to EDOs
B. How environmental charity status and tax concessions provide public
benefits
C. Responses to Questions in Treasury’s DGR Reform Discussion Paper.
As noted, we have major concerns with certain recommendations arising from some
members of the REO Inquiry. These are addressed at Part C, Questions 12 and 13.
3

See House of Representatives Standing Committee on the Environment, Report of the Inquiry into the Register
of Environmental Organisations (REO Inquiry), April 2016, at www.aph.gov.au/reo.
4
See REO Inquiry: Additional comments – Mr Jason Wood MP; Labor Members’ Dissenting Report (pp 85-94).
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A. Why charitable status and tax concessions are important to EDOs
The first EDO opened its doors in NSW in 1985, and EDOs were first listed on the
Register of Environmental Organisations from 1993. Subsequently, EDOs across
Australia have obtained charitable or DGR status to encourage individual donors to
help protect the environment through the law. Our unique legal services include:





free community advice lines on environmental law problems;
community legal education programs to help people understand the law and
participate in environmental and planning decisions that affect them;
an expert policy and law reform role, via submissions to address systemic
environmental issues and to achieve ecologically sustainable development;
legal advice and representation on public interest environmental matters in
the courts, including reviewing decisions or enforcing compliance with the law.

These services are fundamental to providing ‘access to justice’ to individuals and
groups across the spectrum of federal and state environmental and planning laws.
EDOs also support the rule of law by ensuring that companies and decision-makers
comply with their environmental obligations, and can be held to account if they don’t.
Historically, EDOs have relied less on charitable funding and more on other public
sources.5 However, in December 2013 the Attorney-General announced all federal
funding for EDO legal services would be withdrawn. This has placed significant strain
on each office’s capacity to assist the community on public interest environmental
law matters – services which are not covered by Legal Aid or the private sector.6
Until December 2013, many EDOs relied almost exclusively on federal funding to
assist communities across Australia, with an 18-year track record of bipartisan
support. This funding enabled communities in every state and territory to access high
quality legal advice, representation and expertise to protect the environment – where
significant environmental and heritage values are under threat; where legal
processes have not been followed; or where justice for local communities have not
been served.
In the current climate of diminished government funding, EDOs are reorienting our
funding sources in good faith to include more private charitable donations. Through
our ongoing DGR status and tax-deductible donations, our work delivers equitable
access to justice,7 provides an important public check on executive decisionmaking,8 and creates opportunities for positive and enduring environmental
outcomes.9 For client testimonials about the public benefits of our work, see
Attachment A. Further information on our services to the public is at Attachment B.
5

This has included annual funding from federal, state and territory governments and state Law Societies
(particularly in NSW); project-specific or grant-based funding from governments (such as environment
departments and grant agencies); and for some public interest case work, payment by clients (individuals or
groups) who have the means to do so.
6
The sudden withdrawal of all annual Community Legal Service Program (CLSP) funding, and almost $10 million
in expanded funding over four years, has raised the real prospect of closure for some offices and staff.
7
See Productivity Commission, Access to Justice Arrangements (2014), pp 711-13.
8
See for example, ICAC, Anti-corruption safeguards in the NSW planning system (2012) regarding appeal rights.
9
See National Association of Community Legal Centres, Environment Matters (2013), at
www.naclc.org.au/resources/naclc edo web.pdf.
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B. How environmental charity status and tax concessions provide public
benefits
The current tax concessions for charities and not-for-profits, including provision for
DGR status and income tax exempt status, are appropriate and should be retained.
The Register of Environmental Organisations (the Register) under the Income Tax
Assessment Act 1997 (ITA Act) has recognised the ‘public good’ of environmental
purposes for over 20 years. By allowing tax-deductible donations, the Register
encourages Australians to give to charities with the principal purpose of protecting,
researching, educating and informing people about the natural environment.
Similarly, income tax exemptions for charities themselves reflect their ‘public good’
purposes,10 as well as their often significant reliance on government grants and/or
charitable donations.
A strong and diverse environmental sector – including charities and other not-forprofits – is vital to ensure that Australia’s environment is protected, and that
governments and businesses comply with their legal obligations and the rule of law.
This is in the interests of all Australians, and is particularly important at a time when
Australia’s environment and native species are under increasing stress.11 Systemic
challenges include waste and pollution prevention, climate adaptation and emissions
reduction, biodiversity protection and water security. In many such areas, advocacy,
behavioural change and improved regulation is more efficient than ‘remediation’.
Protecting the environment also has important flow-on benefits to other sectors of
society and the economy. As The Hon. Robert Hill articulated as Environment
Minister in 2001, integration of environmental considerations is an essential element
of planning for economic growth. This requires a significant rethink of priorities that
are attuned to the concept of ecologically sustainable development (ESD).12
A decade later, the then Treasury Secretary, Dr Martin Parkinson emphasised that to
maintain ‘sustainable wellbeing’ for present and future generations, there is a need
to balance environmental and social capital – in addition to traditional notions of
physical, financial and human capital.13 Similarly, in 2013 the National Sustainability
Council noted that: ‘A healthy natural environment with functioning ecosystem
processes is… an economic and social imperative’.14
The clear message is that environmental protection for the public benefit goes well
beyond environmental remediation, and requires collaboration and expertise in a
10

See for example, The Hon Ian Sheppard AO QC, Robert Fitzgerald AM, and David Gonski, Report of the
Inquiry into the Definition of Charities and Related Organisations (2001), chapter 22, pp 186-187.
11
See State of the Environment 2016; and State of the Environment 2011 reports to the Australian Government.
12
Statement by Senator the Honourable Robert Hill, Minister for the Environment and Heritage 22 May 2001,
Investing in Our Natural Heritage — Commonwealth Environment Expenditure 2001-02; Under the Environment
Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act), sections 3-3A, ecologically sustainable
development has been defined as: 'using, conserving and enhancing the community's resources so that
ecological processes, on which life depends, are maintained, and the total quality of life, now and in the future,
can be increased'. See: www.environment.gov.au/resource/national-strategy-ecologically-sustainabledevelopment.
13
Dr Martin Parkinson, ‘Sustainable Wellbeing- An Economic Future for Australia’, Address for the Shann
Memorial Lecture Series (August 2011), available at www.treasury.gov.au.
14
Sustainable Australia Report 2013, ‘Reducing the environmental impact of economic growth’, p 81.
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range of fields, including the NGO sector. For this reason the Guidelines on the
Register of Environmental Organisations (2003 p 9) recognise that protecting the
natural environment includes, among other things, promoting the principles of ESD.
The amount of donations that environmental charities receive from the public is
small, but very important. Environmental DGRs reported a total of $147 million in
tax-deductible donations in 2014-15. This would equate to about 6% of the federal
Environment Portfolio budget.15 Tax revenue forgone would be less than this, yet the
environmental outcomes and other public benefits are recognised as significant.16
Deductible gift recipients often have limited paid staff (if any) and rely on hardworking volunteers to further their charitable aims. Yet charities and NGOs can be
more nimble and responsive than centralised government agencies, and their
networks are often more in touch with ‘on the ground’ issues. For example, local
community groups may rely on peak environmental charities for a two-way flow of
information or advocacy. Environmental charities therefore provide an important
public benefit by facilitating informed democratic engagement to advance
environmental protection.
Non-government organisations are also an essential source of independent
information. CSIRO research (focusing on perceptions of mining) found that the
Australian public does not trust information from any one sector absolutely. Yet on
average, NGOs were more trusted than government or industry sources.17
By presenting a different perspective to government and industry, environmental
charities can assist, improve and complement government and business activity
(without always agreeing with it). They facilitate dialogue with community members,
and provide a voice for the environment in public policy debates, where that voice
may be otherwise overlooked. Recent trends in public policy-making and reductions
in departmental resourcing have also increased the importance of environmental and
other charities.
All of these factors increase the need for environmental charities to engage in
service delivery, advocacy, policy development and public dialogue for
environmental protection. Tax-deductible donations are an important enabler for
charities to do this. Overall, the evidence suggests that the range of public benefits
that environmental charities provide strongly justifies their tax-concessional status.18

15

Department of Environment and Energy, Annual Report 2015-16, p 302; Portfolio Budget Statements 2014-15
No. 17, Environment Portfolio (2014), p 7. We understand that charities on the Register of Environmental
Organisations make up about 1 in 1000 not-for-profit organisations in Australia, and about 1% of charities. See
Treasury Re:think Tax Discussion Paper (2015), p 121: ‘There are around 600,000 NFPs in Australia’ and
‘around 60,000… registered charities’. There were around 600 registered environmental organisations in 2015.
16
See the Hon Ian Sheppard AO QC, Robert Fitzgerald AM, and David Gonski, Report of the Inquiry into the
Definition of Charities and Related Organisations (2001), pp 15-16 and Chapter 22. See also the Productivity
Commission Access to Justice Arrangements (2014), pp 708-709.
17
Moffat K, Zhang A and Boughen N, (2014), Attitudes to Mining in Australia, CSIRO, p11.
18
For more information see EDOs of Australia, Submission to the House of Representatives Inquiry into the
Register of Environmental Organisations (May 2015), pp 7-9. Available at:
www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary Business/Committees/House/Environment/REO or by request after publication.
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C. Responses to Questions in Treasury’s DGR Reform Discussion Paper
The Treasury Discussion Paper sets out 13 questions for feedback on seven issues:








Transparency in DGR dealing and adherence to governance standards
Ensuring DGRs understand their obligations, for example in relation to
advocacy
Complexity for approvals under the four DGR registers
Complexity and red tape created by the public fund requirements
DGRs endorsed in perpetuity, without regular and systemic review
Specific listing of DGRs by Government
Parliamentary Inquiry into the Register of Environmental Organisations (REO)

As noted, we have major concerns with certain recommendations arising from some
members of the REO Inquiry. These are addressed at questions 12 and 13 below.

Issue 1: Transparency in DGR dealing and adherence to governance standards
1. What are stakeholders’ views on a requirement for a DGR (other than
government entity DGR) to be a registered charity in order for it to be
eligible for DGR status. What issues could arise? [Discussion paper
p 11]
We support this recommendation. Registration as a charity regulated by the ACNC
provides an appropriate baseline for governance, support and oversight to relevant
NGOs. It should also make for simpler registration processes and more consistent
reporting and oversight. We support an ability for the ACNC to coordinate or assist
charities to apply for DGR status.
On the other hand, issues of fragmentation and inconsistency could arise if attempts
are made to unduly constrain which environmental charities can seek DGR status,
such as by requiring all DGRs to do ‘remediation’ work (see 12 below). This could
unreasonably bar EDOs and other environmental charities that provide legal
services, information, education, research or overseas capacity-building from
receiving DGR status.
At present the environment-related categories under the Charities Act 2013
(Charities Act) and the Income Tax Assessment Act 1997 (ITA Act) are broadly
aligned (see Attachment C). It is very important that ‘the purpose of advancing the
natural environment’ under the Charities Act, and DGR eligibility under the ITA Act,
continue to encompass a broad and consistent range of activities. In particular:



‘protection, maintenance, support, research, improvement or enhancement’;19
environmental protection, information, education and research (as under the
ITA Act) and similar purposes;20

19

The Hon Ian Sheppard AO QC, Robert Fitzgerald AM, and David Gonski, Report of the Inquiry into the
Definition of Charities and Related Organisations (2001), recommendation 13, pp 15-16; Ch. 22.
20
A broad interpretation is consistent with the Charities Act 2013 (Cth), s. 12 (1)(j) and (k). The latter prescribes
‘any other purpose beneficial to the general public…. analogous to or within the spirit of’ purposes (a) to (j). See
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promotion of ecologically sustainable development principles (precautionary
principle, ecological integrity, intergenerational equity and full costing);21 and
‘natural environment’ should be interpreted to include urban and non-urban
environments.22

2. Are there likely to be DGRs (other than government entity DGRs) that
could not meet this requirement and, if so, why? [Discussion paper p 11]
Environmental Defenders Offices are already registered as charities via the ACNC,
and as tax-deductible gift recipients. However, it is important that DGR organisations
who are not registered with the ACNC are properly consulted with and assisted to
address any complicating factors. From the Discussion Paper’s statistics (p 9) there
may be over 2000 organisations in this position – described as mainly registered
environmental, cultural, emergency services-related organisations or ancillary funds.
3. Are there particular privacy concerns associated with this proposal for
private ancillary funds and DGRs more broadly? [Discussion paper p 11]
N/A. No comment.

Issue 2: Ensuring DGRs understand their obligations, for example in relation
to advocacy
4. Should the ACNC require additional information from all charities about
their advocacy activities? [Discussion Paper, p 12]
5. Is the Annual Information Statement the appropriate vehicle for
collecting this information?
6. What is the best way to collect the information without imposing
significant additional reporting burden?
In our view, annual information statements from charities to a single regulator (the
ACNC), along with annual financial statements from ‘larger’ charities, provide
sufficient, proportionate and public information about charities’ activities and
purposes.
Transparency and legal safeguards have increased since the ACNC was established
in 2012. Charities and DGR organisations are already subject to various registration
checks, reporting, transparency and compliance safeguards under charity and tax
laws (some of which overlap). Charities also communicate directly with the public to
raise awareness of their activities and to raise funds directed to their charitable
purpose.

also s. 12(1)(l) of the Charities Act, which notes that advocating to reform or support a law or policy related to a
charitable purpose provides a public benefit, and is in itself a charitable purpose.
21
Australian Government, Register of Environmental Organisations – Guidelines (2003), p. 9. On ESD principles
see the Intergovernmental Agreement on the Environment (1992) and the EPBC Act 1999 (Cth), ss. 3-3A.
22
For example, protection of the environment should include urban parklands, given their public benefits to
wellbeing, recreation, wildlife habitat and ecosystem services. See further the inquiry into the definition of
charities (Sheppard et al. 2001) and EDOs of Australia submission to the REO inquiry (2015) p 12 [PDF 583KB].
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Anyone can complain if they are concerned that a charity is acting outside of their
charitable purpose or if they have evidence of the misuse of charitable funds. For
example, the UK Charities Commission states it has a ‘fair and open procedure’ to
deal with complaints. We agree this is an appropriate compliance approach:
Where complainants simply disagree with the political or campaign stance
taken by a charity, we will not generally become involved. As the charity
regulator, our central concern is that charities should operate at all times
within their own charitable purposes.23
Guidance on advocacy, and the public benefit of informed debate
The ACNC continues to provide important assistance to the sector, including useful
guidance on charities and advocacy.24
The Charities Act makes clear that advocacy directed towards a charitable purpose
is lawful and acceptable (s. 12). This can include advocacy that is ‘political’ – in that
it may well intersect with issues of concern to the electorate, the policies of a political
party, or laws passed by a parliament.25 The Charities Act also makes clear that
advocating for policy and law reform is in itself a legitimate charitable purpose (for
example, reform to better address homelessness or environmental protection).
This reinforces the High Court’s view in the Aid/Watch case (2010) that advocacy is
of public benefit, and is ‘indispensible’ to an informed democracy and public
debate.26 The Productivity Commission has also found that systemic advocacy
provides a public benefit and improves community access to justice:
the Commission considers that in many cases, strategic advocacy and law
reform can reduce demand for legal assistance services and so be an efficient
use of limited resources.27
The Productivity Commission also found that publicly-funded advocacy work fills an
important gap, including on environmental law, because:
Strategic advocacy, law reform and public interest litigation are areas where
there are few incentives for private lawyers to act. … [Private lawyers] are
less interested in achieving broad-based reforms that could result in positive
outcomes for the wider community.28
For these reasons – coupled with existing legal safeguards, ACNC guidance and
reporting requirements – it is not necessary or beneficial to require DGRs or charities
to provide specific additional information on their advocacy activities.
23

UK Charities Commission, Speaking out (2008), at 7.1.
Australian Charities and Not for Profits Commission (ACNC):
http://www.acnc.gov.au/ACNC/Register_my_charity/Who_can_register/What_char_purp/ACNC/Reg/Advocacy.as
px
25
See Charities Act ss. 11 and 12 – the important distinction is that a charity does not exist for the purpose of
supporting or opposing a political party or candidate, or an unlawful purpose.
26
French CJ, Gummow, Hayne, Crennan and Bell JJ Aid/Watch Inc v Commissioner of Taxation [2010] HCA 42
at 44.
27
Productivity Commission, Access to Justice Arrangements (2014), p 709.
28
Ibid p 708.
24
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Issue 3: Complexity for approvals under the four DGR registers
The four DGR registers relate to environmental, cultural, harm prevention and
overseas aid organisations respectively, and are currently administered by related
portfolio agencies.
7. What are stakeholders’ views on the proposal to transfer the
administration of the four DGR Registers to the ATO? Are there any
specific issues that need consideration? [Discussion Paper, p 14]
EDOs of Australia agree that administration of the four DGR registers could be more
efficient. Under current arrangements that require ministerial sign-off, there is also a
risk that decisions to accept or reject DGR applications could be unduly politicised.
We continue to support the ACNC’s role as an independent regulator to ensure
consistent and efficient governance across the charity and not-for-profit sectors.
An independent regulator reflects best practice.29 We also support an ability for the
ACNC to assist charities to apply for DGR status, either by administering this
directly, or by liaising with the ATO.
Whether DGR administration in any of these four areas is transferred to the ACNC or
the ATO, it is important that guidance, reporting and regulatory approaches take into
account the sector’s capacity and limited access to professional advice. It is also vital
that registration, compliance investigations and responses to complaints have expert
input and are separated from political processes. For example, a minister or member
of parliament should not be permitted to ‘lean on’ a regulator to investigate (or not
investigate) a particular organisation, outside of normal complaint-handling,
compliance and risk management processes.30 This is important to preserve the
integrity of, and public confidence in, independent regulatory processes.

Issue 4: Complexity and red tape created by the public fund requirements
8. What are stakeholders’ views on the proposal to remove the public fund
requirements for charities and allow organisations to be endorsed in
multiple DGR categories? Are regulatory compliance savings likely to
arise for charities who are also DGRs? [Discussion Paper, p 15]
The Discussion Paper queries whether it is still necessary to require charities to have
a separate public fund for donations, or whether this need has been superseded.
Community trust in charities’ management of donor funds is important to the sector.
Maintaining a separate public fund for donations can be a useful component of
efficient, accountable and transparent financial governance, provided that
organisations have sufficient and appropriately trained staff and resources.
If evidence suggests that maintaining a separate fund is difficult or confusing for
some small charities, the Government could consider alternative ways to maintain
public confidence, good governance and oversight of those charities’ funds. In either
29
30

See for example https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/charity-commission; http://www.oscr.org.uk/.
See for example UK Charities Commission, Speaking out (2008), at 7.1.
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case, the regulator should be resourced to work with and guide regional, rural and
smaller charities – to build their capacity and recognise and attract competent and
ethical fund managers.
We agree that organisations should be permitted to be endorsed across multiple
DGR categories (with a single public fund) where this aligns with legitimate
charitable purposes. This would improve DGR access for organisations that work
across multiple categories.

Issue 5: DGRs endorsed in perpetuity, without regular and systemic review
9. What are stakeholders’ views on the introduction of a formal rolling
review program and the proposals to require DGRs to make annual
certifications? Are there other approaches that could be considered?
[Discussion Paper, p 16]
10. What are stakeholders’ views on who should be reviewed in the first
instance? What should be considered when determining this?
[Discussion Paper, p 16]
The Discussion Paper (para 53) notes that a DGR is ‘generally [endorsed] for life’,
and ‘currently subject to minimal governance unless it is an ACNC regulated charity.’
However, it also proposes that all DGRs would be required to register as an ACNC
regulated charity (a proposal we generally support). We agree this is a useful step
for ongoing public confidence.
In our view, ACNC registration, transparent reporting and governance requirements
should negate the need for rolling reviews (and annual certifications) that an
organisation continues to meet DGR requirements. In particular, the ACNC’s
reporting program requires an annual information statement from all charities and
financial statements for larger charities. We also understand ACNC compliance and
auditing includes a process of de-registering disbanded or dormant charities that fail
to comply (DGR status would also be revoked as a result).
Currently, the REO Guidelines impose separate obligations on environmental DGRs
to report similar information to the administrator (the Department of Environment and
Energy). We would support administrative efficiencies to simplify these parallel
processes into one annual submission to the ACNC. We also note the Government
is endeavouring to simplify and speed up the initial DGR application process.
However, these potential efficiencies may be lost if additional verification and annual
certification processes are then required.
We consider ACNC governance and public reporting requirements are sufficient to
maintain public confidence and regulatory oversight of charities. We note particular
concerns about ‘annual certification’ in addition to existing reporting obligations.
However, if the Treasury considers ACNC registration and oversight is not sufficient
to ensure DGRs continued eligibility, there should be certain safeguards around
rolling reviews. First, a presumption that DGR status will be retained unless there is
clear evidence of ineligibility (to avoid undue volatility in funding); second, to
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acknowledge the sector has limited resources to seek external advice on charitable
and tax obligations; and third, to protect a person acting with good faith and due
diligence when certifying the charity remains eligible for DGR status.

Issue 6: Specific listing of DGRs by Government
11. What are stakeholders’ views on the idea of having a general sunset rule
of five years for specifically listed DGRs? What about existing listings,
should they be reviewed at least once every five years to ensure they
continue to meet the ‘exceptional circumstances’ policy requirement for
listing? [Discussion Paper, p 16]
Please refer to our response to question 9. Requirements for charitable registration
and oversight by the ACNC may negate the need for additional reviews or sunset
clauses. Any additional reviews should provide consistent safeguards relevant to
DGR needs and capacity.

Parliamentary Inquiry into the Register of Environmental Organisations
12. Stakeholders’ views are sought on requiring environmental
organisations to commit no less than 25 per cent of their annual
expenditure from their public fund to environmental remediation, and
whether a higher limit, such as 50 per cent, should be considered? In
particular, what are the potential benefits and the potential regulatory
burden? How could the proposal be implemented to minimise the
regulatory burden? [Discussion Paper, p 18]
EDOs of Australia strongly rejects the proposal that all environmental DGRs be
required to divert a proportion of their expertise and funding to a narrow concept of
‘environmental remediation’ – as recommended by some members of the REO
Inquiry.31 It is unjustified on the evidence, and an inefficient use of resources, for the
government of the day to single out environmental DGRs and define and direct what
they do. It also sets an adverse precedent for other charitable and DGR sectors.
We acknowledge that this proposal does not originate with Treasury, but was
initiated by a small number of private interest groups.32 Their particular interests do
not align with the broader public interest and benefits provided by environmental
charities and DGRs.
We outline 5 main reasons for rejecting this proposal, and similar proposals, below.

31

See House of Representatives Standing Committee on the Environment, Report of the Inquiry into the Register
of Environmental Organisations (REO Inquiry), April 2016, at www.aph.gov.au/reo.
32
REO Inquiry Report (2016), para 4.70-4.72. Namely the Queensland Resources Council; and the Energy
Resources Information Centre, which ‘promotes the natural gas industry’ and is ‘funded by the natural gas
industry’ (see http://www.energyresourceinformationcentre.org.au/about-us/). The Inquiry Report notes that the
Minerals Council of Australia and the Australian Taxpayer’s Alliance proposed similar restrictions.
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Conservation work is vital, but environmental outcomes need proactive and systemic
support
First, conservation work is vitally important, but Australians recognise that not all
environmental problems can be solved reactively, by planting trees or cleaning up
waste. That is why there is no such limitation in the existing tax rules. Proactive
protection of the environment – such as raising environmental awareness,
strengthening the effectiveness of environmental laws, overseas capacity-building
and new research on species, ecosystems and environmental innovation – provides
clear public benefits.
These systemic public benefits have been recognised by an independent inquiry into
charities (2001):33
The benefits that flow from protecting the environment cannot be appropriated by any
person or persons for their own private benefit. For example, improving the air quality
in Sydney or the water quality in Adelaide is for the benefit of all people who live in
those cities, whether they contributed directly to that improvement or not.

The expert panel cited the benefits of protecting and sustaining the environment for
‘economic performance, human health and social well being’, aesthetic value
‘particularly among highly urbanised populations’, and as ‘an area of active
community involvement’. These broad benefits aren’t possible via remediation alone.
The Productivity Commission’s 2014 Access to Justice inquiry further highlights the
breadth of public benefits stemming from environmental law services. In relation to
EDOs and environmental matters, the Commission noted:
The rationales for government support for environmental matters are well recognised.
The impact of activities or actions that cause environmental harm typically extend
beyond a single individual to the broader community.
…
[T]here are strong grounds for the legal assistance sector to receive funding to
undertake strategic advocacy, law reform and public interest litigation including in
relation to environmental matters.34

Just as there are ‘strong grounds’ for direct public funding, there is an equally strong
rationale to recognise DGR status for environmental law and other support services
– services that could not meet a narrow conception of ‘environmental remediation’.
Weight of evidence to the REO Inquiry, and dissenting comments, support existing
DGR eligibility
Second, adopting a minimum 25% ‘funding diversion’ would also contradict the
overwhelming weight of evidence to the REO inquiry.35 As hundreds of submissions

33

The Hon Ian Sheppard AO QC, Robert Fitzgerald AM, and David Gonski, Report of the Inquiry into the
Definition of Charities and Related Organisations (2001), pp 186-187.
34
See Productivity Commission, Access to Justice Arrangements (2014), pp 711-13.
35
See House of Representatives Standing Committee on the Environment, Inquiry into the Register of
Environmental Organisations (REO Inquiry Report), April 2016, at www.aph.gov.au/reo.
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demonstrated, Australia needs a strong and diverse charitable and DGR sector to
protect our natural and cultural heritage, and our society, over the long-term.
EDOs of Australia and many other submissions demonstrated the diverse public
benefits that registered environmental organisations (DGRs) provide – from public
interest environmental law cases, to support and advice to individuals and groups,
environmental education, public awareness, scientific research, advocacy and law
reform. This work is absolutely essential to the environmental rule of law in Australia.
This evidence led to six Labor and Liberal members of the Inquiry to rejecting any
minimum funding diversion in dissenting reports.36
Risk of inefficient administration and double-handling
Third, in addition to causing perverse outcomes for environmental protection, a
mandatory 25% funding diversion would cause inefficient administration and doublehandling of donations. It would force existing charities to conduit money away from
their areas of expertise, or remove their DGR status altogether. In his additional
comments to the REO Inquiry (2016), Mr Jason Wood MP expressed concerns that
organisations that deliver environmental legal advice and services like EDOs would
not qualify. Nor would researchers of endangered species, environmental education
groups, or overseas orangutan protection.
Australian laws recognise diverse public benefits of advocacy and environmental
protection
Fourth, the 25% funding diversion proposal undermines the clear recognition in
Australian charity law (both at common law and in legislation) that advocacy and
other diverse forms of environmental advancement, improvement and support
services are of public benefit to the natural environment, and to an informed
democratic society. This is explored under Parts A and B of this submission.
Additional limits on environmental charities would damage Australia’s reputation and
be out of step with comparable jurisdictions
Finally, we are concerned that adopting further proposals to limit or direct the
activities of environmental organisations and charities would reflect poorly on
Australia’s reputation. This includes the openness of Australia's democratic and legal
systems to public and judicial scrutiny, and Australia’s commitment to international
laws and principles that support the benefits of advocacy, information and informed
public debate.37
It is also difficult for Australia to support the strengthening of democratic institutions
elsewhere – such as the rule of law, public participation and freedom to advocate –
when civil society groups feel threatened at home.
36

See further pp 85-94: Additional comments – Mr Jason Wood MP; and Labor Members’ Dissenting Report,
Mr Andrew Giles MP, The Hon. Mark Butler MP, the Hon. Mark Dreyfus QC MP, Ms Sharon Claydon MP and Mr
Tony Zappia MP.
37
Including the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), the Rio Declaration on Environment
and Development (1992) and related UNEP Guidelines for the Development of National Legislation on Access to
Information, Public Participation and Access to Justice in Environmental Matters (2010) (UNEP Guidelines),
available via www.unep.org.
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Following a 2016 visit to Australia, the UN Special Rapporteur on Human Rights
Defenders stressed the importance of advocacy and concerns about a range of
efforts to reduce funding to environmental organisations in Australia. He noted:38
The opposition to environmental defenders [has] taken the form of funding cuts,
threats to the deductible gift recipient status of environmental organisations and
efforts to vilify advocacy by environmental organisations.
…
I encourage the Government to reject the flawed recommendations of the
Committee, proposing new requirements to spend a quarter of donor funds on
environmental remediation and introducing unnecessary restrictions on the type of
work environmental organizations should conduct.

In addition to damaging Australia’s international reputation, the proposed
‘requirements to spend a quarter of donor funds on… remediation’ would be out of
step with the legal trend of comparable jurisdictions. Countries such as the United
Kingdom (UK), New Zealand (NZ) and Canada (see below) are joining Australia in
moving away from narrow restrictions on activities to a focus on charitable purposes.
Our review of these countries in 2015 showed that the UK, NZ and Australia’s laws
are broadly consistent on what a charity is and the scope of charitable purposes.39
We are not aware of any requirements on environmental charities in these countries
to apply a minimum amount of donated funds to ‘environmental remediation’. For
example, the Charities Act 2011 (UK) is similar to Australia’s legislation. Charitable
purposes include ‘the advancement of environmental protection or improvement’
(and reasonably analogous purposes).40 The UK Environmental Law Foundation is
an example of a registered charity with similar purposes and activities to EDOs.41
In recent years, the UK, NZ and Australia have also confirmed that charitable status
is compatible with advocacy directed at achieving charitable purposes.42 For
example, guidance from the UK’s independent regulator makes clear that charitable
activities may well include campaigning and ‘political activities’ (among other things)
– provided that the activities further the charitable purpose.43 This recognises the
evolving nature of democratic society and government, community expectations, and
the necessary interplay between law and politics.
By contrast, recent Canadian experience serves as a cautionary example of eroded
trust and costly overreach, rather than an experience to emulate. Canadian tax law
38

Michel Forst, United Nations Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights defenders, ‘End of mission
statement – Visit to Australia’, 18 October 2016, available at http://un.org.au/files/2016/10/2016-1018 Australia SR-HRD-statement-final-3.docx
39
Further information on the UK, NZ and Canada can be found in our 2015 submission to the REO inquiry: EDOs
of Australia, Submission to House of Representatives Inquiry into the Register of Environmental Organisations,
21 May 2015 [PDF 583KB] available at http://www.edo.org.au/justice1.
40
Charities Act 2011 (UK), ss 3(1)(i) and 3(1)(m)(ii) respectively.
41
See: www.elflaw.org.
42
See for example, Re Greenpeace [2014] NZSC 105, Supreme Court of New Zealand, per Elias CJ, McGrath
and Glazebrook JJ, [3].
43
For example, ‘A charity may choose to focus most, or all, of its resources on political activity for a period.’ UK
Charity Commission, Speaking out: guidance on campaigning and political activity by charities (2008), at 1.1 and
3.1. See: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/speaking-out-guidance-on-campaigning-and-politicalactivity-by-charities-cc9/speaking-out-guidance-on-campaigningand-political-activity-by-charities.
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and policy significantly limit charities’ spending on so-called ‘political activities’
(broadly defined).44 Canada has no independent charity regulator. Under the
previous Government, environmental charities have been subject to extraordinary
pressure and scrutiny from the Canada Revenue Agency (CRA).45 This has raised
significant in-country concerns for free speech and democratic governance.46
In 2016, the incoming Trudeau Government established a consultative panel on
charity law reform, and the CRA’s ‘political activity audit program’ has reportedly
been suspended.47 In March 2017, the consultative panel recommended a series of
administrative and legislative changes, including that (among other things):





‘the CRA focus on charitable purposes, rather than activities’;
charities be free to advocate on public policy to further their charitable
purposes, as their participation in policy dialogue is essential to democracy;
the specific spending limit on non-partisan ‘political’ activities be removed; and
for clarity, such advocacy activities are better described as ‘public policy
dialogue and development’.48

In summary, the recent Canadian approach of subjecting environmental charities to
disproportionate scrutiny, and constraining charities’ advocacy activities generally,
has been discredited – first by the charitable sector, and most recently by an
independent review. Such a model cannot be held up as best practice.
The Treasury Discussion Paper seeks feedback on the potential benefits of the 25%
(or more) mandatory funding diversion proposal. None of the five consequences
outlined above would align with the public interest in environmental outcomes, or
with community expectations of charity and tax laws.
We recommend that DGR status should continue to recognise the diverse public
benefits of different organisations in protecting the environment, as it does now.
Within the parameters of the legislation, registration processes and an independent
charity regulator, it is organisations and their governing bodies who should determine
how best to direct donated funds and organisational efforts for the public benefit.
Donors can then determine which beneficial charitable causes they choose to
support.

44

Under the Income Tax Act (Canada) and Canadian Revenue Authority policy. See Environmental Law Centre
University of Victoria (Canada), Tax Audits of Environment Groups: The Pressing Need for Law Reform (2015),
pp 12-13.
45
Environmental Law Centre University of Victoria, Canada, Tax Audits of Environment Groups (2015) pp 30-31.
46
Canada’s Environmental Law Centre (2015, above, Part II) considers laws in Europe, UK, Australia and NZ as
much clearer and more balanced than Canada.
47
See media reports of 4 May 2017, The Star: https://www.thestar.com/news/canada/2017/05/04/ottawa-urgedto-give-charities-more-freedom-to-speak-out.html; and Canadian Broadcasting Corporation:
http://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/canada-revenue-agency-political-activity-diane-lebouthillier-audits-panel-reportsuspension-1.4099184
48
The Panel specifically recommended removing the current restriction that a charity cannot spend more than 10
per cent of its resources on so-called political activities. See Report of the Consultation Panel on the Political
Activities of Charities, http://www.cra-arc.gc.ca/chrts-gvng/chrts/cmmnctn/pltcl-ctvts/pnlrprt-eng.html (Mar. 2017).
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13. Stakeholders’ views are sought on the need for sanctions. Would the
proposal to require DGRs to be ACNC registered charities and therefore
subject to ACNC’s governance standards and supervision ensure that
environmental DGRs are operating lawfully? [Discussion Paper, p 19]
We agree that requiring DGRs to be registered charities provides appropriate
oversight and governance from the ACNC. We do not consider that any additional
sanctions against DGRs are necessary or appropriate in these circumstances. As
noted, public trust in charities’ management of donor funds is important.
There are a range of registration, guidance, reporting and monitoring processes in
place. First, when an organisation applies for charitable and DGR status, it is
legitimate for the ACNC to examine the applicant organisation’s purposes and how it
operates in the community. Second, in addition to requiring a legitimate charitable
purpose, the Charities Act requires that a charity cannot have a purpose that is
illegal or against public policy. Third, it is appropriate for the regulator to advise and
guide existing charities on ensuring that their activities are directed to charitable
purposes. Fourth, each year the ACNC (and the REO administrator) currently ask
charities to describe how their activities and outcomes help to achieve the charity’s
purpose.49 Fifth, the ACNC has powers to investigate, manage and de-register
charities (including relevant DGRs). During an audit or compliance investigation, it
may also be appropriate to investigate how a particular charity is ensuring its legal
requirements are met. Finally, further action can be taken against individuals
including for fraud.
On this basis, there is no clear rationale for additional certification or sanctions
targeted specifically at environmental organisations.

Conclusion
Overall, we recommend that the Australian Government and Treasury:






support a strong and efficient charity and tax deductible gift recipient sector,
by maintaining existing tax concessions for registered organisations and
donors;
continue to recognise the diverse range of activities that contribute to
on-ground environmental outcomes in Australia and internationally – including
environmental law and support services, advocacy, research, education and
information about the environment, overseas capacity-building and local
conservation work;
support the ACNC to assist and regulate all charities (and many DGRs); and
take opportunities for minor, well-planned changes to increase administrative
efficiency and maintain the high level of public trust in NGOs and charities.

49

See ACNC, 2016 Annual Information Statement template, item 11:

‘Describe how your charity’s activities and outcomes helped achieve your charity’s purpose.’
See also Department of Environment and Energy, REO annual return template 2015-16, p 3, ‘Environmental
Outcomes’:

Provide a brief statement on environmental outcomes for the financial year. This statement must
contain information on how money (and/or property) donated to the Public Fund was used, and how
this contributes to your organisation’s principal purpose.
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Attachment A: EDO client testimonials50
The following testimonials highlight the public benefits of EDO work – helping Australian
communities to protect the environment through law. EDOs could not provide these unique
services without the support of tax deductible donations.
“If we hadn’t found EDO, we couldn’t have done it. The courts are a foreign place and speak
a foreign language.”
-

Semi-retired grazier, John Greacen, Central QLD

“Having the voice, expertise and support of the dedicated team here at EDO NT with David
Morris at the helm, has evened the field. I am sure I echo the words of others, in saying a
massive THANK YOU to EDO NT staff and to the Board & students who donate their time &
skills. The ongoing struggle to protect country, & ourselves, would be very hard without you.”
-

Donna Jackson, Larrakia Nation Aboriginal Corporation, NT

“As a community run, not-for-profit association... we have not had a budget to engage
commercial legal professionals and it is extremely difficult to recruit in-kind legal services...
The importance of practical, professional legal support is vital for community organisations to
achieve good governance. ”
-

Chris Johns, President, Southern Coastcare Association, TAS

“The EDO knowledge and efficiency not only was instrumental in getting the right outcome
but it was also a great saving to the public and private purses of all the individuals and
organisations involved.”
-

Craig Baulderstone, President, Woodcutters Rd Environment Protection Assoc., SA

“When community members were anxious about how to proceed, EDO Tasmania provided
clear explanations about possible legal options and opportunities for community input into
the assessment process. EDO Tasmania helped to guide us through the various submission
processes, identified key issues and liaised with expert witnesses to address those issues.”
-

Jane MacDonald, former Communication Coordinator, Save Ralphs Bay Inc., TAS

Without the help of the EDO WA the Wildflower Society of Western Australia would not be
able to use the Mining Wardens Court to advance the public interest in protecting flora and
landforms that the community value so highly. Their knowledge of the law and court
procedures is allowing this to happen.
-

Geoff Corrick, President, Wildflower Society of Western Australia Inc., WA

“Small communities such as ours do not have the knowledge or necessary resources to buy
in the expertise to achieve an even playing field with well-funded, well connected and
powerful developers. EDO NSW has provided access to justice for our community and has
held decision makers to account.
-

Suzanne Whyte, Catherine Hill Bay Progress Association, NSW

Mark helped the Elders understand the legal aspects of the proposed model. The workshop
helped the Elders have confidence in the value of their experience and ideas, and
highlighted how we could usefully contribute to the reform and consultation processes.”
-

Wendy Spencer, Project Manager, Dharriwaa Elders Group, Walgett NSW.

50

For further information on the public benefits, environmental outcomes and case studies from our work, please
see www.edo.org.au; and Environment Matters (2013) at www.naclc.org.au/resources/NACLC EDO WEB.pdf
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Attachment B: Functions and activities of EDOs
People from all walks of life are aware and supportive of, and have benefited from,
the work of EDOs across Australia. These works includes, for example:





helping people understand and use the law to protect the environment;
encouraging community involvement in environmental and resource
management decisions;
developing more effective laws aimed at protecting the environment, in line
with the principles of ecologically sustainable development (ESD); and
enforcing compliance with environmental laws and regulations.

Each EDO is dedicated to achieving positive environmental outcomes in the public
interest. As not-for-profit community legal centres, EDOs:





offer community legal education programs to facilitate public participation in
environmental decision-making;
take an expert role in law reform and policy formulation;
operate free community advice lines on environmental law as a public service;
and
provide legal advice and representation on public interest matters.

These services are fundamental to providing ‘access to justice’ across the spectrum
of federal and state environmental and planning laws. We outline our education,
policy, advice and casework roles below.
Community legal education
EDOs deliver services that are not provided by any other organisation. EDOs play a
critical role in ensuring that community members understand the laws and decisions
that affect them, and that their involvement in decision-making is efficient and
effective. All offices produce fact sheets on a range of topics and bulletins providing
updates on changes to laws and policies. EDOs also write legal guides on topical
areas like land and vegetation management, mining law and guides for Aboriginal
communities on caring for country. Many of these publications are commissioned,
reviewed and referred to by governments.
Policy advice and law reform
EDOs have been actively involved in policy development for reform of planning and
environmental laws. The practical experience of EDO lawyers in listening to
community concerns, monitoring developments, analysing laws and finding solutions
to disputes provides a unique perspective on the effectiveness of existing laws. The
overwhelming majority of policy and law reform work involves submission work at the
request of government. EDOs are also often requested to present at government
inquiries and undertake consultancy work for government agencies. Our law reform
work is geared to improving environmental laws to achieve better environmental
outcomes, consistent with our charitable purpose.
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Legal advice and casework
EDOs play a unique role in providing access to justice, as the Productivity
Commission’s 2014 Access to Justice report confirms. Through our public interest
litigation, we empower community members to exercise legal rights enshrined by
Parliaments of Australia, the States and Territories. As the then High Court judge
Justice Toohey noted, ‘There is little point in opening the doors to the Courts if
litigants cannot afford to come in’.51
‘Public interest environmental litigation’ is litigation undertaken by a private individual
or community group where the dominant purpose is not to protect or vindicate a
private right or interest, but to protect the environment.52 As many experts have
noted, such cases can make important contributions to achieving legislative aims –
by ‘increasing enforcement of environmental laws and enhancing transparency,
integrity and rigour in government decision-making’;53 and by empowering public
interest litigants to play a legitimate role as ‘surrogate regulators’.54
EDOs’ public interest litigation protects access to justice and the rule of law. We
represent community members and groups in challenging inadequate assessment or
approval decisions (whether by merits review or judicial review55), or seeking to
clarify the interpretation of significant statutory provisions. Other important litigation
activities are civil enforcement proceedings aimed at securing compliance with (or
penalising breaches of) environmental legislation or permit conditions. Much EDO
advice work relates to compliance issues, and often leads to enforcement action or
prosecution being undertaken by government agencies. Finally, an important
component of litigation work is mediating outcomes to the satisfaction of all parties.
The extent of an EDO’s involvement in public interest environmental litigation varies
depending on capacity and demand. Offices provide significantly higher volumes of
advice (ranging in complexity) than the number of public interest cases run. For
example, in 2016-17 EDO Tasmania advised 250 clients, but represented clients in
only 6 litigation matters. The diagram below illustrates EDO NSW work in 2015-16:
1209 phone advices
(67% from rural and regional callers)
517 written advices
15
public interest
litigation cases

For case studies, please see our 2015 submission to the REO Inquiry, and the 2013
brochure, Environment Matters: www.naclc.org.au/resources/naclc edo web.pdf.
51

The Hon John Toohey AC QC, paper delivered to the National Environmental Law Conference, 1989.
Chris McGrath, ‘Flying Foxes, Dams and Whales: Using Federal Environmental Laws in the Public Interest’
(2008) 25 Environmental and Planning Law Journal 324, 327.
53
Ibid.
54
N. Gunningham et al. ‘Harnessing third parties as surrogate regulators’ Bus. Strat. Env. 8, 211–224 (1999).
55
Merits review enables a court to make a fresh decision and protects against corrupt conduct. Judicial review is
an important safeguard of the rule of law. By allowing the courts to oversee the executive’s activities, judicial
review protects against legal errors and decisions that go beyond the powers of the decision-maker.
52
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Attachment C: Comparison of environmental categories for charity and DGR
registration
As noted under part C.1 above, at present the environment-related categories under
the Charities Act 2013 (Charities Act) and the Income Tax Assessment Act 1997
(ITA Act) are broadly aligned (see table below). It is very important that ‘the purpose
of advancing the natural environment’ under the Charities Act, and DGR eligibility
under the ITA Act, continue to encompass a broad and consistent range of activities.
In particular:





‘protection, maintenance, support, research, improvement or enhancement’;56
environmental protection, information, education and research (as under the
ITA Act) and similar purposes;57
promotion of ecologically sustainable development principles (precautionary
principle, ecological integrity, intergenerational equity and full costing); and
‘natural environment’ should be interpreted to include urban and non-urban
environments.58

Legislation
Charitable registration –
Charities Act 2013 (Cth),
section 12(1)(j), (k) and
(l)

Tax deductible gift
recipient (DGR)
registration –
Income Tax Assessment
Act 1997 (Cth), section
30-265

Environmental or related category
Charitable purposes include:
 ‘the purpose of advancing* the
natural environment’ (s. 12(j));
 an ‘analogous’ purpose that is
‘beneficial to the general public’
(s. 12(k));
 ‘…promoting or opposing a change
to any matter established by law,
policy or practice in the
Commonwealth, a State, a
Territory or another country… [to
further or aid] one or more of the
purposes’ in paras (a)-(j)
The principal purpose of an
organisation must be:
 the protection and enhancement of
the natural environment** (or a
significant aspect of the natural
environment)
 providing information or education
about the natural environment**
(or a significant aspect of it); or
 carrying on research about the
natural environment** (or a
significant aspect of it).

Interpretation
* Advancement of the
environment has been
recommended to include:
‘protection, maintenance,
support, research, improvement
or enhancement.’
(Sheppard, Fitzgerald and
Gonski (2001), Report of the
Inquiry into the Definition of
Charities and Related
Organisations, recommendation
13, pp 15-16)
** Examples of what constitutes
the natural environment,
and concern for it include:
significant natural areas,
wildlife, habitat, waste, air,
water, soil, biodiversity, and
promoting ecologically
sustainable development (ESD)
principles.
(Guidelines on the Register of
Environmental Organisations
(2003, p 9)

56

The Hon Ian Sheppard AO QC, Robert Fitzgerald AM, and David Gonski, Report of the Inquiry into the
Definition of Charities and Related Organisations (2001), recommendation 13, pp 15-16; Ch. 22.
57
A broad interpretation is consistent with the Charities Act 2013 (Cth), s. 12 (1)(j) and (k). The latter prescribes
‘any other purpose beneficial to the general public…. analogous to or within the spirit of’ purposes (a) to (j). See
also s. 12(1)(l), which notes that advocating to reform or support a law or policy related to a charitable purpose
provides a public benefit, and is in itself a charitable purpose.
58
For example, protection of the environment should include urban parklands, given their public benefits to
wellbeing, recreation, wildlife habitat and ecosystem services. See further the inquiry into the definition of
charities (Sheppard et al 2001), chapter 22; and EDOs of Australia submission to the REO inquiry (2015) p 12.
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